Join us to celebrate the people and programs that are making a difference in the world of tech diversity at the annual #TechDiversity Award Presentation and Gala Dinner 2017.

We know there is so much ‘noise’ around diversity. The word is often said, with no real action taken. But not so in the world of #TechDiversity. Here, we invite you to come and play ‘Above the Noise’.

Join us in celebrating and elevating #TechDiversity initiatives that are making a difference. Where diversity is not just a word, but real action is being taken. This is our opportunity to recognise #TechDiversity Award recipients, and learn with like-minded individuals who care about supporting diversity from a positive perspective.

Buy a ticket – while you are at it, buy one for a friend. Actually, buy an entire table for your company and bring your clients.

Good food, drink and dancing… come and play above the noise and make a difference.
An engaging young keynote speaker: Aerospace engineer Solange Cunin (23).

Our amazing guest speaker has already made history by sending Australia’s first payload (Cuberider) to the International Space Station, under a program fueled by experiments created by 1000 Australian students from 60 schools across Australia.

During Solange’s presentation you will get to witness footage from the actual launch from the Tanegashima Space Station in Japan, and listen to her share insights into the different hands-on experiments that the students were involved in with astronauts. Cuberider is seen to be a leader in innovative STEM education. Hear about Solange’s incredible journey, including how she believes Australia can pave the way for diversity in the technology space.

Presentation of the Victorian Innovation Minister’s Diversity Awards: by the Hon. Minister Dalidakis, Minister for Small Business, Innovation and Trade.

Networking opportunities a plenty! Minister Dalidakis will be accompanies by other senior government officials along with leaders from significant Australian businesses and academia.

REGISTER NOW AT WWW.TRYBOOKING.COM/BOOK/EVENT?EID=269870&

GET IN EARLY BEFORE JUNE 30: $150 PER TICKET OR $1,500 PER TABLE OF 10. A LITTLE BIT SLOWER IN NEXT FINANCIAL YEAR: $180 PER TICKET OR $1,700 PER TABLE OF 10. STUDENT TICKETS AVAILABLE AT $90.